TOWELS — CLEANERS
MICROFIBER CLEANING TOWELS
These non-abrasive, super absorbent cleaning
towels are excellent for cleaning plexiglass, rotors,
props, and fronts of aircraft to remove bugs and
dirt without fear of scratching. Microfiber needs
only water to work due to it’s unique construction.
Used extensively on aircraft, boats, RVs, and
motorcycles. Available in Terry style (16”X16”,
blue) and in Chamois style (16”X 24”, gold).
Terry style.................P/N 09-00272........ $2.75 ea
Chamois style...........P/N 09-00273.........$6.65 ea

KIMTEX SHOP TOWELS
The heavy-duty oil and solvent disposable wiper
to replace cloth. Excellent for machine shop use.
Each.........................P/N 09-03473............. $0.35
Pkg of 10..................P/N 09-02996............. $3.50
Pkg of 50..................P/N 09-02997........... $14.95

MICROFIBER CLEANING
CLOTH
The Mystic Maid® Microfiber Cleaning Cloth will
clean all hard surfaces to a streak-free brilliance
without chemicals. No cleaning agents, soap, or
detergent is needed; just the cloth and water.
Simply wet the cloth, wipe the surface, and the
cloth leaves a brilliant surface that air-dries in
seconds. Machine washable and reusable for countless applications.
Removes grease, dirt, and dust. Excellent for cleaning the aircraft windscreen and on leading edges for bug removal.
Features:
• Use damp with plain water for cleaning
• Machine washable and reusable
• Dries streak-free and lint-free in seconds
13”x 20” cloth...............................................P/N 09-00191...... $15.50 ea

SONTARA AIRCRAFT WIPES
Tough Dupont Sontara® AC™
aircraft wipes are the smart
choice for both aircraft manufacturing and maintenance. Their
strength and durability make
them ideal for a wide variety
of general purpose & pre-paint
applications. Sontara® AC™
wipes leave surfaces clean
because they’re extremely low-linting. Tackles tough cleaning agents
without falling apart. every Sontara® AC™ is clean right out of the box.
No chemical residues or stains. Sontara® is specially engineered to
resist snagging on metal parts and corners. Superior to paper wipes
which snag & tear. Outperforms cheesecloth which leaves strings
behind when it snags on a rivet. Sontara® AC™ is great for wiping
surfaces dry because it contains no additives that hamper absorbency.
9” x 16’ Wipes (Box of 100).........................P/N 09-00369............$25.50
12” x 16’ Wipes (Box of 125).......................P/N 09-00368............$67.75

DISPOSABLE MICROFIBER
TOWELS

PROTECT ALL POLISH
Protect-All makes everything look better - cleans
and polishes in one easy step. Works on vinyl,
rubber, plastics, painted surfaces, fiberglass and
chrome. Use Protect-All on the entire aircraft, inside
and out, including windshields.
6 oz. spray can.............09-00596.....................$8.50
13.5 oz. spray...............09-24900...................$11.95
1/2 Gallon Jug..............09-00599...................$36.50

PROTECT ALL
FIBERGLASS OXIDATION
REMOVER & COLOR RESTORER
1-Step Application: Cleans, Polishes, Seals Removes:
Oxidation, Wax build-up, Stains, Surface scratches, Hard
water spots For: Fiberglass, Gelcoat, Enamel, Polyurethane
painted surfaces.
32 Ounces.................................PN 09-01659.............$17.75

AVIAT 3-IN-1 AVATION
DRY WASH CLEANER / POLISH / WAX
Aviat 3-1 Aviation Cleaner, Polish, Wax is just that formulated to clean, Polish and enhance the shine by easily
spraying and wiping with a premium microfiber towel. It has
UV protection and works great for removing bugs, smudges, spotting and light carbon buildup on exterior surfaces.
Super easy for a quick impressive post flight wipe down of
leading edge and engine inlet debris.
16 Ounces...............................P/N 09-05250............$19.95
1 Gallon...................................P/N 09-05251............$48.95

360 BRAZILIAN MIST
WATERLESS SPRAY WASH
Brazilian Mist is a waterless wash and spray wax that
covers a 3-step system. It Lifts the dust and dirt while
it Washes, Waxes and Polishes all at the same time.
This product could be used on most surfaces to leave
them with a beautiful gloss finish without having to use
any water. This waterless product safely surrounds dirt
particles with just enough clean, wax, and sealant to give
that effortless clean.
8 Ounces......................................................P/N 09-05526..............$9.90
16 Ounces....................................................P/N 09-05527............$19.95
1 Gallon........................................................P/N 09-05528............$48.75
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Xtream Appeal is high gloss multi-purpose dressing that
could be used on tires, plastic, leather, vinyl and rubber,
such as interior and engine compartments. In order for a
better finish, all surfaces must be completely clean of dirt,
grime, grease, and prior dress coatings. This product dries
to the touch while it sill gives a long-lasting shine. Xtream
Appeal can be diluted multiple times for desired finish.
8 Ounces.................................P/N 09-05529..............$9.90
16 Ounces...............................P/N 09-05530............$14.90
1 Gallon...................................P/N 09-05531............$29.95
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360 FOAM ALL
INTERIOR / CARPET CLEANER
Foam All is an all-purpose foaming cleaner that is specialized to remove any grease, food stains, and clean any
residue. This product is safe to use on carpets, upholstery,
vinyl, leather and plastic. Foam all is ready to use as is
applied by spray or brush method.
8 Ounces.................................P/N 09-05532..............$9.90
16 Ounces...............................P/N 09-05533............$12.90
1 Gallon...................................P/N 09-05534............$29.95

AIRCRAFT MICROFIBER
POLISHING CLOTH

360 JUNGLE MIST
FRAGRANCE DEODORIZER

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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360 XTREAM APPEAL
INTERIOR / TIRE DRESSING

These disposable Microfiber Towels are a
generous 16 x 17 inch size and are made of the
highest quality, aviation-grade Microfiber. Use
these scratch-free/lint-free towels with All-Spray
(PN: 09-02379) to leave your aircraft windows
clean, smooth and brilliant.
Individual towel size:
10 Pack (12.5x17”)...P/N 09-02384........... $26.60
50 Pack (16x17”)......P/N 09-02376........... $49.95

This Polishing Cloth is an aviation grade, re-usable
microfiber cloth designed to remove any residue,
dust or fingerprints from aircraft windows. Can also
be used to go over painted surfaces and helps
restore a brilliant shine. The smaller cloth can
be used on avionics and helps remove dust and
fingerprints.
Large Polishing Cloth (22 X 25 inches)........P/N 09-02380............$31.99
Small Polishing Cloth (7.5 X 7.5 inches)......P/N 09-02377............$19.95
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Jungle Mist is a water-based air fragrance that provides
lasting sensory enhancing aroma when you want it just by
a couple of sprays. This air fragrance is safe and effective
to use on interiors such as carpets and upholstery. Jungle
Mist can also be used anywhere else that can use nice
deodorizing.
8 Ounces.................................P/N 09-05535..............$9.90
16 Ounces...............................P/N 09-05536............$12.90
1 Gallon...................................P/N 09-05537............$29.95
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